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ABSTRACT 

Digital Flex Illu is a fully digital solution which provides SMO functionality to the AIMS® EUV system by combining an 
adaptation of the already built-in system metrology with a powerful algorithm and most importantly, without changing the 
machine hardware. In this paper, we will present the concept of Digital Flex Illu functionality, its significant advantages 
in combination with a binary aperture-based illumination concept, together with showing imaging results obtained on the 
AIMS® EUV prototype system. 
This digital solution is a paradigm change for the AIMS® EUV usability and final user, it allows ZEISS to guarantee an 
agile roadmap for the AIMS® EUV with limited development effort and great benefits in sustainability and roadmap 
scaling. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

With EUV in full steam production, NXE scanners are on the verge of an exponential increase in their employment within 
the IC manufacturing process, driven by the strongly increasing demand for chips across the most diverse industry sectors 
[1]. ASML along with suppliers and development partners such as ZEISS brought what was feared to be a high-risk project 
into a mass production worthy technology, mastering engineering challenges and setting the pace towards the next decade 
of Moore’s law extension. The 0.33 NA scanner roadmap is set to continuously improve key performance parameter such 
as overlay and wafer throughput, while foundries around the globe are and will continue extending pattern shrink with 
more innovations targeted at a lower k1 lithographic factor [2,3]: technologies such as resolution enhancement techniques, 
use of new materials, process improvements are all techniques which will further contribute to extend 0.33 NA EUV in 
terms of both process resolution and wafer yield [4]. The quest for an ever increasing aerial image contrast in EUV 
lithography continues to be an important development topic, with the industry and whole infrastructure defining new and 
parallel paths towards the ultimate resolution. Innovations are seen in scanner roadmap development, along with new mask 
absorber materials (low n, high k) [5,6,7,8], attenuated EUV phase shift masks [9], optical proximity correction and sub-
resolution assist features as well as source mask optimization (SMO) techniques. The list is not complete and could be 
further extended. This paper specifically focuses on SMO techniques, describing how the AIMS® EUV [10,11] system 
developed and implemented two different techniques for supporting the full emulation of any free form illumination setting 
of NXE scanners, for current and future systems. Focus will be given to describe how the use of algorithms can support 
the development of a metrology tool allowing it to keep up and further support the scanner roadmap. In Section 2 the 
significance of the mask illumination concept is introduced and its relevance for EUV imaging and specifically for AIMS® 
EUV requirements is described. Section 3 will focus on the challenge AIMS® EUV faced in order to provide SMO 
emulation functionality to EUV mask shops and will provide a solution based on current mechanical concept. The concept 
of digital emulation of any scanner illumination source, and how this was developed and introduced into AIMS® EUV will 
be described in Section 4. Performance results, both in terms of fundamental EUV imaging quality (CD performance and 
pattern placement within aerial image) and system productivity are shown in Section 5. Section 6 will finally provide 
conclusions and describe the outlook for further development of the Digital Flex Illu technology and its extension towards 
anamorphic high NA imaging.   



 
 

 

 

 

 

2. THE ILLUMINATION FUNCTION 

AIMS® EUV is the ZEISS actinic defect review system solution for the EUV mask shop, based on EUV scanner optics 
technology and more than 25 years technology leadership in aerial image creation and analysis for semiconductor mask. 
The native application of all AIMS® systems is defect disposition and repair verification. A potential or repaired defect is 
imaged under scanner equivalent conditions onto a CCD camera, and its morphology through focus compared to a 
reference feature to establish whether the defect is actually going to print on wafer. Scanner equivalent conditions refer to 
the mask side: it is important for AIMS® to illuminate the mask with the same illumination scheme as used in the EUV 
scanner, using the same numerical aperture (NA) available on the exposure tool in order to be able to collect the same 
diffraction orders reflecting off the mask and therefore producing the same aerial image (apart from the magnification 
factor).  

 

 
Figure 1. AIMS® EUV System impression, with sketch of the aerial image formation process similarities and differences 
between AIMS® EUV and scanner.  
 
It is an objective of the AIMS® EUV design that the created aerial image shall match the scanner aerial image to a certain 
extent, being able to replicate the imaging of the mask, as well as all relevant mask 3D effects. This requirement is not a 
must have for a review tool, however it allows AIMS® EUV to further extend functionality and the supported application 
landscape, being able to reproduce the scanner imaging properties and therefore capable of directly measuring CD and 
pattern placement within the aerial image, without any need of referencing. The AIMS® EUV mask review system from 
ZEISS was designed at the early stage of EUV lithography, when only the designs for NXE:3100 and NXE:3300 were 
known. In order to contain complexity, the flexible illuminator functionality was replaced by a more immediate and cost-
effective mechanical aperture stop. This approach has served well for emulating standard illumination settings for early 
scanner generations, especially for what concerns the defect review application.  

 
Figure 2: AIMS® EUV System beam path sketch with aperture stop within illuminator, object description and examples 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
In order to dispose of a potential defect on the mask, AIMS® EUV images the defect under scanner equivalent illumination 
and compares the defective image with a reference image, in which the structure is assumed to have no defect (die to die 
or reference acquisition within the immediate neighborhood of the defect within the same image field of view, i.e. 8x8 
squared um). By measuring CD with respect to a reference feature CD, a portion of the potential difference between aerial 
images collected with actual scanner source and binary aperture is somehow blurred, since both defect and reference image 
display the same differences. However, having defects most often a higher mask error enhancement factor (MEEF) than 
standard features, this difference is not always negligible, and it will become more dominant as process complexity will 
increase, e.g. via features with smaller CD and higher MEEF, or more targeted SMO illumination settings. With the 
commercialization of the EUV scanner systems NXE:3400 and later models, ASML and ZEISS significantly extended the 
free-form illumination functionality via the introduction of further degrees of freedom in the facetted mirror system. This 
module forms the pupil of the scanner illuminator and allows to simultaneously optimize the source shape (illumination 
setting) and the mask (Source Mask Optimization, SMO) to increase contrast, and therefore wafer throughput. This 
development within the scanner roadmap, especially towards the most recent versions of NXE such as 3600 and 3800, had 
a significant impact on AIMS® EUV imaging performance: both defectivity application and direct CD measurement / EUV 
imaging have been affected (see also chapter 5 for a quantitative comparison) and solutions were developed in order to 
overcome this challenge with two main goals besides technical performance: time to market and development cost 
effectiveness.  

3. THE CHALLENGE TO OVERCOME 

Having set the goal of capturing the EUV mask imaging properties from a wafer perspective, it is important that AIMS® 
EUV remains capable of emulating the aerial image formation process in all its aspects, including emulating the imaging 
properties of a specific illumination setting on the mask, being this standard or free form SMO. Meeting this requirement 
allows to provide a qualitatively and quantitatively better prevision of the aerial image of the mask within the NXE systems, 
along with providing a more robust defect disposition and repair verification, especially on high MEEF features.  
 

 
Figure 3: Process description for the manufacturing of a physical aperture stop for AIMS® EUV based on a free form 
scanner illumination setting to be closely emulated for its imaging properties.  
 
In recent years, ZEISS developed a technique to code a SMO illumination setting into a standard binary aperture, for which 
all design rules specific of the AIMS® EUV system were incorporated: mechanical interfaces, mask side NA, obscurations 
along system optical path, etc. (Figure 3). The core of this technology is the FAST (Freeform Aperture Stop Tool) 
algorithm, developed internally at ZEISS by scanner illumination optics design experts. This algorithm provides a small 
number of potential candidates pre-screened for optical performance and expected system throughput (e.g. pupil fill ratio): 
a more detailed qualification of these potential candidates is subsequently performed in order to identify the best feasible 
solution based on imaging and Mask 3D effects matching between AIMS® EUV and scanner. It is not the goal of the 



 
 

 

 

 

 

algorithm to create a top hat translation of the SMO setting, but rather to optimize an AIMS® EUV mechanical aperture 
stop to meet stringent imaging requirements defined by the scanner optics. Such technique has clear advantages: it employs 
the same simple concept already in used within the AIMS® EUV system for creating illumination settings, using the same 
image acquisition sequence as available on the tool. The physical free form aperture stop design can even be optimized for 
a target set of features use cases (metal layer/s, via, etc.). Along with the above mentioned pros, this technique has however 
a few drawbacks which can negatively impact the solution effectiveness: machine hardware such as dedicated free form 
aperture stop need time for design and manufacturing, having only limited space as vacuum storage within the AIMS® 
EUV system. But likely the most significant inconvenience is the missing flexibility from user point of view, the fact that 
such SMO settings are needed in use within a production environment as the request comes in, having no possibility to 
wait for new hardware design, manufacturing and delivery. Having demonstrated the robustness and technical validity of 
such aperture stop concept, the challenge remains to provide the AIMS® EUV user with an efficient and production worthy 
(quick and on the spot) solution to emulate all possible free form settings available on the NXE scanner systems. 

4. DIGITAL FLEX ILLU 

Digital Flex Illu (DFI) is a fully digital solution which provides SMO functionality to the AIMS® EUV system by 
combining an adaptation of the already built-in system metrology with a powerful algorithm and most importantly, without 
changing the machine hardware. Figure 4 shows a diagram of the Digital Flex Illu concept by showing the aerial image 
formation in scanner (left) and describing three different process steps which creates a DFI digital image. On the scanner, 
a SMO source illuminates the mask, from which a set of diffraction orders, each with its specific phase and amplitude, are 
collected by the entrance projection NA and propagated to create the aerial image on wafer side. The same image formation 
process cannot be fully emulated by AIMS® EUV, given the missing flex illuminator. AIMS® EUV however makes use of 
the standard aerial image through focus stack acquisition to acquire a set of images with a pre-defined standard aperture 
(step 1), merge all information to reconstruct the object/mask spectrum (step 2), which is then used in combination with 
the input .src file (SMO pupil design) from the scanner to calculate the final aerial image.   
 

 
Figure 4: AIMS® EUV Digital Flex Illu concept and process steps 

 
The core technology and most sensitive step within the DFI concept is certainly the spectrum reconstruction. The 
measurement is based on an optimization problem, for which the parameters are the image intensity measured at camera, 
the illumination function given by the light distribution with the pupil, and the optics function containing ZEISS know 
how about EUV optics design and manufacturing, modeling and in situ aberration metrology. Obvious intellectual property 
concerns do not allow to publish the exact modeling and analytical formulas used to retrieve the spectrum, however 
measuring the mask near field allows to have control of the essential information passed on into the projection optics onto 
the scanner. Thereafter being able to calculate the final aerial image under different boundary conditions (different 
illumination settings, scanner aberrations, etc.).   
Figure 5 describes more in details how the sequence works on the tool. The AIMS® EUV customer operator or engineer 
prepares a measurement job by giving a scanner target illumination setting to be emulated (.src file) onto the AIMS® EUV 
software. This input is analyzed by system software which selects a standard aperture amongst the ones available in the 
tool for collecting a set of aerial images through focus at different pupil coordinates. The exact positioning of the aperture 
within the measurement is also defined by system control software, which simultaneously optimizes for imaging 



 
 

 

 

 

 

performance and measurement throughput. In order to meet throughput requirements and not be limited by processing 
time, the demanding computation tasks of retrieving the mask spectrum and calculating the final aerial image focus stack 
result are transferred to the ZEISS FAVOR® computation engine system. FAVOR® calculates the mask spectrum and with 
the SMO source file input from customer operator can calculate the final result. Thus, the resulting aerial image focus 
stacks are made directly available to the customer with no impact on tool PC memory.  
 

 
Figure 5: AIMS® EUV Digital Illumination image generation process on the tool. 

 
The Digital Flex Illu product allows ZEISS to establish an innovative business model for extending the illumination 
functionality available on the AIMS® EUV platform. It provides the benefit of an agile and profitable development 
supporting the continuously developing EUV scanner roadmap. The former aperture stop manufacturing process is 
replaced by an innovative and elegant digital solution which provides full flexibility to the AIMS® EUV end customer. 
Such solution certainly meets project requirements with respect to time to market and cost effectiveness. 
 

5. RESULTS 

This section reports on the performance which the product Digital Flex Illu achieves immediately after product launch. In 
terms of system performance, i.e. measurement throughput (aerial image through focus stacks per hour) and CD 
measurement reproducibility, the initial targets have been solidly met. Digital Flex Illu provides the same system imaging 
quality as provided by standard image acquisition sequence, with throughput reliably above 35 sites/hour and CD 
reproducibility below 1 nm 3 at mask level. From a production perspective, the larger number of needed measurements 
and the extensive need for computation required by Digital Flex Illu do not impact the system throughput in terms of masks 
measured per day. The following will therefore focus more on the imaging capabilities of this new digital measurement 
mode available on AIMS® EUV.  
The images and graphs in Figure 6 show the status of the imaging performance in an early stage of project development 
once the algorithms were not yet optimized for adoption in AIMS® EUV metrology and the focus was solely to demonstrate 
the concept validity. No specific SMO use cases was considered initially, but only standard NXE3300 illumination settings 
available in the AIMS® EUV prototype systems, in order to be able to collect measurements of a ground truth to be used 
as term of comparison for the synthetic image created by DFI. Five 64nm dense L-bars features in both pattern tonalities 
were imaged with dipole X (right column images in Figure 7) to establish ground truth. Later, the same features were 
imaged with an annular setting for different positions of the aperture stop (left column in Figure 7 shows one image for 
the annular setting), and the acquired through focus stacks were collected to reconstruct spectrum and run the DFI 
technique, using the design of the dipole X setting as input for the image calculation. The results are shown in the middle 
column of Figure 7, for both pattern tonalities. At first resemblance, the ground truth and DFI images for both pattern 



 
 

 

 

 

 

tonalities look very much alike, with a max CD difference measured to be < 1.5 nm (4X). Looking more into the details of 
the images and plotting horizontal and vertical cut lines along the full site of the field of view, it is possible to notice the 
remarkable match between DFI image and ground truth also on the fine details of the interference patterns observed at the 
edge of the external features, i.e. the modulation of the side lobes at x = ±400 nm (left plot) and y = ±300 nm (right plot). 
Not being the actual use case, i.e. no SMO spot pupil is targeted for emulation, plus a dipole X illumination will not be 
mapped with an annular within the final DFI product, these first results were a strong indication of the validity and solidity 
of the technical concept. 
 

 
Figure 6: first proof of concept demonstration of Digital Flex Illu technology with physical standard aperture available in 
AIMS® EUV prototype system. Along with providing excellent CD performance, the DFI technique well performs in 
replicating secondary features within the aerial image, e.g. image intensity side lobes. 
 
More targeted use cases were introduced at a later stage, in which production use cases for NXE:3600 and later generations 
were investigated in terms of DFI imaging performance, i.e. the capability of emulating scanner aerial image properties. 
The comparison is again based on the creation of three datasets, for this specific case in simulations only. Left panel of 
Figure 7 shows the ground truth for a hexagonal contact use case on a bright field mask imaged with a free form SMO 
source shape: within red circles the location of programmed intrusion and extrusion defects with nominal 10% CD error 
are shown. The term NXE indicates that the simulation was done using the most up to date simulation models in use at 
ZEISS SMT for the NXE scanners. The middle panel shows the AIMS® EUV aerial image in best focus acquired with a 
standard physical aperture, whereas the right panel represents the final digital image created using input images acquired 



 
 

 

 

 

 

with the same physical aperture stop used for image acquisition of the middle image in Figure 7. For intellectual property 
reasons, the details of the use case (SMO setting, Feature target CD and pitch) cannot be disclosed: nevertheless it is the 
goal of this investigation to show pattern fidelity of DFI imaging with respect to standard AIMS® EUV when compared 
to the scanner aerial image. It can be observed and confirmed by eye that for both nominal features and defects the pattern 
fidelity provided by DFI is noticeably improved upon standard AIMS® EUV imaging. Although for the defect review 
application this effect might be partially smeared out especially for not high MEEF defect structures, this simulation 
comparison provides solid evidence of the excellent imaging performance of the DFI technology employed in AIMS® 
EUV.  
 

 
Figure 7: simulation study for a hexagonal contact. Comparison between NXE aerial image (ground truth), AIMS® EUV 
standard physical aperture imaging and Digital Flex Illu. 
 
The next and most compelling piece of evidence in order to demonstrate imaging performance of DFI technique on AIMS® 
EUV has been provided by recent measurements on the AIMS® EUV prototype system. Upon ZEISS request, ASML 
provided a very free form flavor scanner illumination settings to use for DFI demonstration (see dataset 1 description in 
Figure 8), along with the Alhambra EUV mask, in order for ZEISS to be able to target more feature and pattern variety 
than available on AIMS® EUV calibration mask.  
  

 
Figure 8: description of the three datasets used for the DFI demonstration with SMO free form use case. Each dataset is 
described by the illumination setting used for the image acquisition. Right plot: average feature percentage area difference, 
i.e. pixel based differences between aerial images collected by all three datasets.  
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

In order to establish ground truth also for this experiment, ZEISS manufactured a free form physical aperture stop to match 
the imaging properties of the free form source provided by ASML. This was done by calculating an aperture design with 
the FAST algorithm and producing the actual illumination aperture for utilization in the tool according to the process steps 
described in Section 3. Data acquired with the newly created physical free form aperture (Dataset 2 in Figure 8) are to be 
considered the ground truth of this imaging experiment. By cycling the SMO illumination into AIMS® EUV software, the 
standard aperture automatically selected by the system software for collecting input images is a 3300 Quasar. This pupil 
will be used for both input images and for the control measurement (Dataset 3) which visualize the current (pre-DFI) status 
of the imaging performance with standard physical aperture stop. ASML provided also an EUV mask for this test, for 
which several hundred different features were acquired in all three datasets described below. The figure of merit for the 
dataset comparison regarding imaging performance is the average percentage area difference: this quantity describes the 
average value in percent of pixel-based intensity deviation between 2 different datasets, calculated stack by stack 
considering every feature within the aerial image. The goal is to demonstrate that the value of this quantity for the 
comparison of datasets 1 and 2 (DFI and ground truth) remains below the tool noise level, i.e. the tool measurement 
reproducibility requirement.  
The results of this investigations are partially plotted in the graph of Figure 8, with some exemplary images of structures 
imaged across the feature variety provided on the ASML Alhambra mask. In the plot, the tool reproducibility requirement 
is shown by a dashed green line. Not every result can be reported in the paper, however it shall be noted that the presented 
digest represents the average performance achieved over the full amount of data acquired. The performance demonstrated 
may be summarized with the following two statements:  
1. There is no difference between AIMS® EUV measured ground truth and synthetic images produced via the Digital 

Flex Illu technique for the full variety of features layout, CD and pitches. The difference measured image to image 
lies well below the tool reproducibility level, meaning the images created by the two techniques cannot be 
distinguished from each other.  

2. The impact of a correct imaging is larger for denser pitches. It can be noted that for semi-dense and isolated features, 
the difference between standard aperture and ground truth is near specification or slightly above, whereas the 
performance of DFI to match the ground truth image properties is excellent and constant throughout the full 
investigated CD/pitch space.  

The imaging performance of DFI was also tested on random features layout typical of Logic patterns. For this purpose the 
same Alhambra mask from ASML was measured under the same conditions described in the three datasets in the left panel 
of Figure 8. The AIMS® EUV aerial image of an exemplary random logic pattern from Dataset 1 is shown in the left panel 
of Figure 9. Significant intensity differences between images acquired with target illumination settings (either DFI or 
physical free form aperture, i.e. datasets 1 and 2) and standard available physical apertures (3300 quasar in the example) 
can be observed and measured over the full field of view. The analysis below focuses on the feature highlighted by a 
turquoise region of interest, at the edge of the field (left panel), for which a zoomed in overview is provided in the middle 
panel.  

 

 
Figure 9: demonstration of DFI imaging performance for a random logic pattern. The contours differences between features 
images in Dataset 1 and Dataset 3 are displayed in the right panel, in which red and blu areas display regions of positive 
and negative differences respectively.  

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

By performing an automatic alignment of the two images acquired in Dataset 1 and Dataset 3, two contours can be extracted 
and plotted on top of each other in order to display the pattern placement and overall structure shaping difference between 
the two different illumination settings. Within the small field, it can be observed that especially for the feature #2 an area 
difference of about 40% is measured, a difference which is very significant and cannot be neglected for a correct 
qualification of the mask/feature (OPC, SRAF) printing behavior. Considering especially statement #2 above and the 
example displayed in Figure 9, it can be concluded that the emulation of the correct illumination setting used on the EUV 
scanner is fundamental for applications such as, among others, CD measurement in the aerial image, pattern placement 
verification, mask 3D effects qualification, OPC and SRAF printing and in general for the verification of all resolution 
enhancement techniques applied to specific EUV layers. Extending AIMS® EUV applications space towards future EUV 
nodes will require superior imaging capabilities. The system is ready for the challenge and already taking necessary steps 
to adapt metrology techniques to support the ever-changing EUV mask application landscape, especially towards 
anamorphic HiNA, in both engineering and production environments.    

6. CONCLUSIONS 

With the metrology techniques and imaging/application options employed on the AIMS® EUV, ZEISS provides a holistic 
approach to EUV mask qualification. From the defect review application, ZEISS brought the imaging requirement into 
architectural design: the subsequent matching with the scanner aerial image properties allows applications extension to 
other relevant scanner/wafer metrics. The Digital Flex Illu product allows ZEISS to establish an innovative business model 
for extending the illumination functionality available on the AIMS® EUV platform. It provides the benefit of an agile and 
profitable development supporting the continuously developing EUV scanner roadmap. The former aperture stop 
manufacturing process is supported and accompanied by an innovative and elegant digital solution which provides full 
flexibility to the AIMS® EUV end customer and especially a significant improvement in imaging capabilities. 
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